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Homework 1 released;  project 
ideas shared
• You will learn the various elements of MDPs by solving 

problems. Also you will practice using Hoeffding’s inequality 
and Bernstein’s inequality.

• Mostly similar to what I covered in the lectures / sometimes 
the solutions are readily available by reading the AJKS book.

• I shared a document with recent RL theory papers by 
categories.
• You do NOT have to pick one from there 
• Application projects are just as welcome --- e.g., applying RL to your 

problem / formulate your problem as an MDP.
• I am happy to discuss with you if you have some fresh ideas.
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Recap:   MDP planning with 
access to generative models
• Motivation:   

1. Solving MDP faster / approximately with randomized 
algs that sample

2. Study sample complexity of RL with unknown 
transitions (without worrying about exploration)

• Algorithm of interest:  Model-based plug-in 
estimator.
• Sample all state-action pairs uniformly.  Estimate the 

transition kernel.
• Do VI / PI on the approximate MDP.
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Recap:  on a brief digression, we 
learned concentration inequalities.
• Hoeffding’s inequality

• Bernstein inequality

• McDiarmid’s inequality
• Concentration of f(X1,…,Xn) when f is stable / coordinate-wise 

Lipschitz.
• Concentration is now enough, usually we need to also 

compute expectation.

• Union bound:  merging failure probabilities.
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Recap: Sample complexity bound 
Attempt 1
• Simulation Lemma

• Uniform convergence bound for all policies
• By Holder’s inequality, McDiarmid inequality.

• Sample complexity bound it suffices that we call 
this many times. 

model 1 The question is if we can improve upon this and find a near optimal policy with a number of samples that is
sub-linear in the model size, i.e. use a number of samples that is smaller than O(|S|2|A|). Furthermore, we also wish
to characterize the minimax dependence on the effective horizon, i.e. on the dependence on 1/(1� �).

2.1 Warmup: a naive model-based approach

Note that since P has a |S|2|A| parameters, a naive approach would be to estimate P accurately and then use our
accurate model bP for planning.

Proposition 2.1. There exists an absolute constant c such that the following holds. Suppose ✏ 2
�
0, 1

1��

�
and that we

obtain

# samples from generative model = |S||A|N � �

(1� �)4
|S|2|A| log(c|S||A|/�)

✏2

where we uniformly sample every state action pair. Then, with probability greater than 1� �, we have:

• (Model accuracy) The transition model is ✏ has error bounded as:

max
s,a

kP (·|s, a)� bP (·|s, a)k1  (1� �)2✏ .

• (Uniform value accuracy) For all policies ⇡,

kQ⇡ � bQ⇡k1  ✏

• (Near optimal planning) Suppose that b⇡ is the optimal policy in cM . We have that:

k bQ? �Q?k1  ✏, and kQb⇡ �Q?k1  2✏.

Before we provide the proof, the following lemmas will be helpful throughout:

Lemma 2.2. (Simulation Lemma) For all ⇡ we have that:

Q⇡ � bQ⇡ = �(I � � bP⇡)�1(P � bP )V ⇡

Proof: Using our matrix equality for Q⇡ (see Equation 0.2), we have:

Q⇡ � bQ⇡ = (I � �P⇡)�1r � (I � � bP⇡)�1r

= (I � � bP⇡)�1((I � � bP⇡)� (I � �P⇡))Q⇡

= �(I � � bP⇡)�1(P⇡ � bP⇡)Q⇡

= �(I � � bP⇡)�1(P � bP )V ⇡

which proves the claim.

Lemma 2.3. For any policy ⇡, MDP M and vector v 2 R|S|⇥|A|, we have
��(I � �P⇡)�1v

��
1

 kvk
1

/(1� �).

Proof: Note that v = (I � �P⇡)(I � �P⇡)�1v = (I � �P⇡)w, where w = (I � �P⇡)�1v. By triangle inequality,
we have

kvk = k(I � �P⇡)wk � kwk
1

� � kP⇡wk
1

� kwk
1

� � kwk
1

,

1Note that this is consistent with parameter counting since P is specified by O|S|2|A| parameters.

20
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Recap: Sample complexity bound 
Attempt 2
• Show that the V* of the estimated MDP is close to 

the the V* function of the true MDP.

• Use Q-value amplification lemma:

• Overall sample complexity bound:

Using this,

kT Q� T Q0k1 = �kPVQ � PVQ0k1
= �kP (VQ � VQ0)k1
 �kVQ � VQ0k1
= �max

s

|VQ(s)� VQ0(s)|

 �max
s

max
a

|Q(s, a)�Q0(s, a)|

= �kQ�Q0k1

where the first inequality uses that each element of P (VQ � VQ0) is a convex average of VQ � VQ0 and the second
inequality uses our claim above.

The following result bounds the sub-optimality of the greedy policy itself, based on the error in Q-value function.

Lemma 1.11. (Q-Error Amplification) For any vector Q 2 R|S||A|,

V ⇡Q � V ? � 2kQ�Q?k1
1� �

1.

where 1 denotes the vector of all ones.

Proof: Fix state s and let a = ⇡Q(s). We have:

V ?(s)� V ⇡Q(s) =Q?(s,⇡?(s))�Q⇡Q(s, a)

=Q?(s,⇡?(s))�Q?(s, a) +Q?(s, a)�Q⇡Q(s, a)

=Q?(s,⇡?(s))�Q?(s, a) + �Es0⇠P (·|s,a)[V
?(s0)� V ⇡Q(s0)]

 Q?(s,⇡?(s))�Q(s,⇡?(s)) +Q(s, a)�Q?(s, a)

+ �Es0⇠P (s,a)[V
?(s0)� V ⇡Q(s0)]

 2kQ�Q?k1 + �kV ? � V ⇡Qk1.

where the first inequality uses Q(s,⇡?(s))  Q(s,⇡Q(s)) = Q(s, a) due to the definition of ⇡Q.

Theorem 1.12. (Q-value iteration convergence). Set Q(0) = 0. For k = 0, 1, . . ., suppose:

Q(k+1) = T Q(k)

Let ⇡(k) = ⇡Q(k) . For k �
log 2

(1��)2✏

1��
,

V ⇡
(k)

� V ? � ✏1 .

Proof: Since kQ?k1  1/(1� �), Q(k) = T kQ(0) and Q? = T Q?, Lemma 1.10 gives

kQ(k) �Q?k1 = kT kQ(0) � T kQ?k1  �kkQ(0) �Q?k1 = (1� (1� �))kkQ?k1  exp(�(1� �)k)

1� �
.

The proof is completed with our choice of � and using Lemma 1.11.

Iteration complexity for an exact solution. With regards to computing an exact optimal policy, when the gap
between the current objective value and the optimal objective value is smaller than 2�L(P,r,�), then the greedy policy
will be optimal. This leads to claimed complexity in Table 0.1. Value iteration is not strongly polynomial algorithm
due to that, in finite time, it may never return the optimal policy.

13
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Recap: optimal sample complexity

• Optimal sample complexity:

• Ideas to achieve it:
• Bernstein inequality.  (HW1)
• Strong variance bound. (HW1)
• Advanced Q-value error to policy value (not covered in 

the class)
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This lecture

1. Wrap up MDPs
• Performance difference lemma and advantage 

decomposition (Readings: AJKS Section 1.6)
• Remarks about finite horizon / episodic MDPs. 

(Readings: AJKS Section 1.2)

2. RL algorithms
• Model-based vs Model-free RL algorithms
• Temporal difference learning. (Sutton and Barto Ch 5-6)
• TD learning with linear function approximation.
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Advantage function and 
Performance Difference Lemma
• Advantage function: 
• The advantage of taking given action over following the 

policy.
• Simple fact: 

• Performance Difference Lemma

1.5.2 The Dual LP and the State-Action Polytope

For a fixed (possibly stochastic) policy ⇡, let us define the state-action visitation distribution ⌫⇡
µ

as:

⌫⇡
µ
(s, a) = (1� �)

1X

t=0

�tPr⇡(st = s, at = a)

where Pr⇡(st = s, at = a) is the state-action visitation probability, where we execute ⇡ in M starting at state s0 ⇠ µ.

Recall Lemma 1.6 which provides a way to easily compute ⌫⇡
µ
(s, a) through an appropriate vector-matrix multiplica-

tion.

It is straightforward to verify that ⌫⇡
µ

satisfies, for all states s 2 S:
X

a

⌫⇡
µ
(s, a) = (1� �)µ(s) + �

X

s0,a0

P (s|s0, a0)⌫⇡
µ
(s0, a0).

Let us define the state-action polytope as follows:

K := {⌫| ⌫ � 0 and
X

a

⌫(s, a) = (1� �)µ(s) + �
X

s0,a0

P (s|s0, a0)⌫(s0, a0)}

We now see that this set precisely characterizes all state-action visitation distributions.

Proposition 1.15. We have that K is equal to the set of all feasible state-action distributions, i.e. ⌫ 2 K if and only if
there exists a stationary (and possibly randomized) policy ⇡ such that ⌫⇡

µ
= ⌫.

With respect the variables ⌫ 2 R|S|·|A|, the dual LP formulation is as follows:

max
1

1� �

X

s,a

⌫(s, a)r(s, a)

subject to ⌫ 2 K

Note that K is itself a polytope, and one can verify that this is indeed the dual of the aforementioned LP. This approach
provides an alternative approach to finding an optimal solution.

If ⌫? is the solution to this LP, then we have that:

⇡?(a|s) = ⌫?(s, a)P
a0 ⌫?(s, a0)

.

An alternative optimal policy is argmax
a
⌫?(s, a) (and these policies are identical if the optimal policy is unique).

1.6 Advantages and The Performance Difference Lemma

Throughout, we will overload notation where, for a distribution µ over S , we write:

V ⇡(µ) = Es⇠µ [V
⇡(s)] .

The advantage A⇡(s, a) of a policy ⇡ is defined as

A⇡(s, a) := Q⇡(s, a)� V ⇡(s) .

16Note that:
A⇤(s, a) := A⇡

⇤
(s, a)  0

for all state-action pairs.

Analogous to the state-action visitation distribution, define the discounted state visitation distribution d⇡
s0

as:

d⇡
s0
(s) = (1� �)

1X

t=0

�tPr⇡(st = s|s0) (0.5)

where Pr⇡(st = s|s0) is the state visitation probability, under ⇡ starting at state s0. We also write:

d⇡
µ
(s) = Es0⇠µ

⇥
d⇡
s0
(s)

⇤
.

for a distribution µ over S .

The following lemma is a helpful in a number of our analyses.

Lemma 1.16. (The performance difference lemma) For all policies ⇡,⇡0 and distributions µ over S ,

V ⇡(µ)� V ⇡
0
(µ) =

1

1� �
Es0⇠d⇡

µ
Ea0⇠⇡(·|s0)

h
A⇡

0
(s0, a0)

i
.

Proof: Let Pr⇡(⌧ |s0 = s) denote the probability of observing a trajectory ⌧ when starting in state s and following the
policy ⇡. By definition of d⇡✓

s0
, observe that for any function f : S ⇥A ! R,

E⌧⇠Pr⇡

"
1X

t=0

�tf(st, at)

#
=

1

1� �
E
s⇠d

⇡
✓

s0
Ea⇠⇡✓(·|s)

⇥
f(s, a)

⇤
. (0.6)

Using a telescoping argument, we have:

V ⇡(s)� V ⇡
0
(s) = E⌧⇠Pr⇡(⌧ |s0=s)

"
1X

t=0

�tr(st, at)

#
� V ⇡

0
(s)

= E⌧⇠Pr⇡(⌧ |s0=s)

"
1X

t=0

�t

⇣
r(st, at) + V ⇡

0
(st)� V ⇡

0
(st)

⌘#
� V ⇡

0
(s)

(a)
= E⌧⇠Pr⇡(⌧ |s0=s)

"
1X

t=0

�t

⇣
r(st, at) + �V ⇡

0
(st+1)� V ⇡

0
(st)

⌘#

(b)
= E⌧⇠Pr⇡(⌧ |s0=s)

"
1X

t=0

�t

⇣
r(st, at) + �E[V ⇡

0
(st+1)|st, at]� V ⇡

0
(st)

⌘#

(c)
= E⌧⇠Pr⇡(⌧ |s0=s)

"
1X

t=0

�t

⇣
Q⇡

0
(st, at)� V ⇡

0
(st)

⌘#

= E⌧⇠Pr⇡(⌧ |s0=s)

"
1X

t=0

�tA⇡
0
(st, at)

#
=

1

1� �
Es0⇠d⇡

s
Ea⇠⇡(·|s)�

tA⇡
0
(s0, a),

where (a) rearranges terms in the summation via telescoping; (b) uses the tower property of conditional expectations;
(c) follows by definition; and the final equality follows from Equation 0.6.
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Proof of Performance Difference 
Lemma

Note that:
A⇤(s, a) := A⇡

⇤
(s, a)  0

for all state-action pairs.

Analogous to the state-action visitation distribution, define the discounted state visitation distribution d⇡
s0

as:
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�tPr⇡(st = s|s0) (0.5)
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⇥
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s0
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⇤
.
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i
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⇥
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⇤
. (0.6)
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Finite horizon MDPs

• Parameterization / Setup

• Finite horizon MDPs with stationary transitions / 
non-stationary transitions

11

This allows us to rewrite the Bellman optimality equation in the concise form:

Q = T Q,

and, so, the previous theorem states that Q = Q? if and only if Q is a fixed point of the operator T .

Proof: We first show sufficiency, i.e. that Q? (the state-action value of an optimal policy) satisfies Q? = T Q?. Let
⇡? be an optimal stationary and deterministic policy, which exists by Theorem 1.7. First let us show that V ?(s) =
maxa Q?(s, a). We have that V ?(s) = V ⇡

?

(s) = Q⇡
?

(s,⇡?(a)) = Q?(s,⇡?(a)), by Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.7.
Also,

max
a

Q?(s, a) � Q?(s,⇡?(a)) = V ?(s) � max
a

max
⇡

Q⇡(s, a) � max
a

Q⇡
?

(s, a) = max
a

Q?(s, a),

which proves the claim. Now for all actions a 2 A, we have:

Q?(s, a) = max
⇡

Q⇡(s, a) = r(s, a) + �max
⇡

Es0⇠P (·|s,a)[V
⇡(s0)]

(a)
= r(s, a) + �Es0⇠P (·|s,a)[V

?(s0)]

= r(s, a) + �Es0⇠P (·|s,a)[max
a0

Q?(s0, a0)].

Here the equality (a) follows from Theorem 1.7. This proves sufficiency.

For the converse, suppose Q = T Q for some Q. We now show that Q = Q?. Let ⇡ = ⇡Q. That Q = T Q implies
that Q = r + �P⇡QQ, and so:

Q = (I � �P⇡Q)�1r = Q⇡

using Equation 0.2 in the last step. In other words, Q is the action value of the policy ⇡Q. Now observe for any other
deterministic and stationary policy ⇡0:

Q�Q⇡
0

= Q⇡ �Q⇡
0

= Q⇡ � (I � �P⇡
0
)�1r

= (I � �P⇡
0
)�1((I � �P⇡

0
)� (I � �P⇡))Q⇡

= �(I � �P⇡
0
)�1(P⇡ � P⇡

0
)Q⇡ .

The proof is completed by noting that (P⇡ � P⇡
0
)Q⇡ � 0. To see this, recall that (1 � �)(I � �P⇡

0
)�1 is a matrix

with all positive entries (see Lemma 1.6), and now we can observe that:

[(P⇡ � P⇡
0
)Q⇡]s,a = Es0⇠P (·|s,a)[Q

⇡(s0,⇡(s0))�Q⇡(s0,⇡0(s0))] � 0

where the last step uses that ⇡ = ⇡Q. Thus we have that Q � Q⇡
0

for all deterministic and stationary ⇡0 which shows
Q = Q?, using Theorem 1.7. This completes the proof.

1.2 (Episodic) Markov Decision Processes

It will also be natural for us to work with episodic Markov decision Processes. In reinforcement learning, the inter-
actions between the agent and the environment are often described by an episodic time-dependent Markov Decision
Process (MDP) M = (S,A, {P}h, {r}h, H, µ), specified by:

• A state space S , which may be finite or infinite.

• An action space A, which also may be discrete or infinite.
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Bellman equations and optimal 
policies for the finite horizon MDPs
• Even if P and r are stationary
• the V functions are Q functions are not.

• By the Markovian property, it suffices to consider 
“nonstationary” but “memoryless” policies.
• There exists a deterministic / memoryless optimal policy.
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Other aspects of finite-horizon 
MDPs
• Advantage function and Performance Difference 

Lemma

• Simulation lemma (HW1, last question)
• LP-formulation and occupancy measures
• Sample complexities under a generative model 

setting

13

Homework 2: Performance Difference Lemma,
Simulation Lemma, and Absorbing MDPs

CS 6789: Foundations of Reinforcement Learning

Due Oct 30 6pm

0 Instructions

For each question in this HW, please list all your collaborators and reference materials (beyond
those specified on the website) that were used for this homework. Please add your remarks in a
“Question 0”.

1 Performance Difference Lemma (20 points)

Consider finite horizon MDPs {S,A, H, {rh}h, {Ph}h, s0}. Denote P⇡

h
(s, a) as the state-action

distribution induced by ⇡ : S ! �(A) at time step h, i.e., the probability of ⇡ visiting (s, a) at
time step h starting from s0 at h = 0.

Let us denote V
⇡ as the expected total reward of policy ⇡ starting at s0, i.e.,

V
⇡ = E

"
H�1X

h=0

r(sh, ah)|ah ⇠ ⇡(sh)

#
.

1.1 Classic PDL proof (10 points)

Prove the following equality for two arbitrary stochastic stationary policies ⇡ and e⇡:

V
⇡ � V

e⇡ =
H�1X

h=0

Es,a⇠P⇡
h

⇥
A

e⇡
h
(s, a)

⇤
,

where A
⇡ is the advantage function of a policy ⇡, i.e., A⇡

h
(s, a) = Q

⇡

h
(s, a)� V

⇡

h
(s)

1.2 Extension of PDL (10 points)

Now let us consider a function f : S ⇥ A ! [0, H]. Note that f here is not necessarily corre-
sponding to any value Q function Q

⇡ (think about f as some function approximation of some Q
?

for instance). Denote ⇡f as the stationary policy ⇡f (s) = argmax
a
f(s, a) for all s (you can think

about ⇡f as a stochastic policy which puts all probability mass at argmax
a
).
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Two-way reductions between finite 
horizon MDPs and infinite horizon / 
discounted MDPs

• Infinite horizon è finite horizon
• Clip at O(1/(1-γ)). 
• Define time-varying rewards.

• Finite horizon è infinite horizon
• The last step transitions into an absorbing state with 

self-loops and zero rewards.
• Discounting factor γ set to be 1. 

14



Two-way reductions between finite-H 
MDPs with stationary and non-
stationary transitions.
• Stationary è Non-stationary

• Non-stationary è Stationary

15



Other MDP settings that we will 
not consider in this course
• Infinite-horizon average reward MDPs

• Usually require additional conditions for this to be well-
defined.

• Indefinite-horizon setting
• H is a random variable
• e.g. Frozen-lake / Mountain car / other navigation tasks
• Tricky issue: not invariant to scaling / translation of the 

rewards.

*We are not going to cover these settings in this course. 16



actions: UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT

UP

80% move up
10% move left
10% move right

Example: Frozen lake.

• reward +1 at [4,3], -1 at [4,2]
• reward -0.04 for each step
• Finite horizon or infinite horizon?
• What is a good policy?

+1

-1

START

e.g.,

*If you bump into a wall,
you stay where you are.

State-transitions with action UP:

17



Optimal policies in the different 
reward settings

+1

-1

+1

-1

reward -0.04 for each step reward -2 for each step

What if there is a positive reward for each step?

18



Partially Observed MDPs

• POMDP:  
• Estimate belief states (posterior distribution of state 

given history, i.e., Kalman filter)
• Take actions according to the belief state.

• Computational considerations
• MDP-planning:  P-complete
• POMDP-planning:   PSPACE-complete (harder than NP-

complete)
• MDP-learning:  polynomial sample complexity
• POMDP-learning: often not identifiable.

19

*We are not going to cover POMDP in this course, but good references are available.



This lecture

1. Wrap up MDPs
• Performance difference lemma and advantage 

decomposition (Readings: AJKS Section 1.6)
• Remarks about finite horizon / episodic MDPs. 

(Readings: AJKS Section 1.2)

2. RL algorithms
• Model-based vs Model-free RL algorithms
• Temporal difference learning. (Sutton and Barto Ch 5-6)
• TD learning with linear function approximation.

20



Recap: Policy Iterations and Value
Iterations
• What are these algorithms for?

• Algorithms of computing the V* and Q* functions from MDP
parameters

• Policy Iterations

• Value iterations

• How do we make sense of them?
• Recursively applying the Bellman equations until convergence.

Vk+1(s) max
a

X

s0

P (s0|s, a)[r(s, a, s0) + �Vk(s
0)]
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*These methods are called “Dynamic Programming” approaches in Chap 4 of
Sutton and Barto. 21



They are no longer valid in RL

• Policy Evaluation

• Policy improvement

• Value iterations

Vk+1(s) max
a

X

s0

P (s0|s, a)[r(s, a, s0) + �Vk(s
0)]
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<latexit sha1_base64="F6zwjAYSnk/JOuGLiKtUadD779o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F6zwjAYSnk/JOuGLiKtUadD779o=">AAACKHicbVDNSgMxGMzW//q36tFLsEhblLIrgl5E0YvHCrYWdtfl2zStocnukmTFsvZxvPgqXkQU8eqTmNYe1DoQMszMR/JNlHKmtON8WIWp6ZnZufmF4uLS8sqqvbbeVEkmCW2QhCeyFYGinMW0oZnmtJVKCiLi9CrqnQ39q1sqFUviS91PaSCgG7MOI6CNFNrHRz7Iri/gLgTsq0yEuSoP6hVVvle7UMWerJh7V5WreAf7XRACcPPaT1nYM5lqENolp+aMgCeJOyYlNEY9tF/8dkIyQWNNOCjluU6qgxykZoTTQdHPFE2B9KBLPUNjEFQF+WjRAd42Sht3EmlOrPFI/TmRg1CqLyKTFKBv1F9vKP7neZnuHAY5i9NM05h8P9TJONYJHraG20xSonnfECCSmb9icgMSiDbdFk0J7t+VJ0lzr+YafrFfOjkd1zGPNtEWqiAXHaATdI7qqIEIekBP6BW9WY/Ws/VufXxHC9Z4ZgP9gvX5BXzso7g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F6zwjAYSnk/JOuGLiKtUadD779o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F6zwjAYSnk/JOuGLiKtUadD779o=">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</latexit>

*We do not have the MDP parameters in RL!
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Example: Frozen lake

+1

-1

START

actions: UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT

UP

80% move UP
10% move LEFT
10% move RIGHT

• reward +1 at [4,3], -1 at [4,2]
• reward -0.04 for each step
• what’s the strategy to achieve max reward?

Action 1, Action 2, Action 3, Action 4

23



Instead, reinforcement learning agents
have “online” access to an environment

• State, Action, Reward
• Unknown reward function, unknown state-transitions.
• Agents can “act” and “experiment”, rather than only doing

offline planning.

24



Idea 1: Model-based
Reinforcement Learning
• Model-based idea

• Let’s approximate the model based on experiences
• Then solve for the values as if the learned model were correct

• Step 1: Get data by running the agent to explore
• Many data points of the form:

!!, #!, !", $! , … , (!#, ##, !#$!, $#)

• Step 2: Estimate the model parameters
• () !% !, # --- plug-in / MLE. We need to observe the

transition many times for each !, #
• $̂(!%, #, !) --- this is an estimate of the empirical rewards.

25



Then we can plug in these estimates
and then use dynamic programming
for policy evaluation / improvements.

<latexit sha1_base64="mIRMpjZok4lXyEjaIrMveQ3sA6Q=">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</latexit>

* As usual, “hat” indicates empirical estimates.

<latexit sha1_base64="YIEjjTmxAfWtQ2yGkJ/hV6EazDE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qUQXyT2N+aWdJTEH8g7Aoc5Up58=">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</latexit>

* These iterations will produce !"∗ and !#∗ functions, and then $%∗
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This is OK if we have a generative 
model! But there are complications.
• For MDPs
• Often we need to take a carefully chosen sequence of

actions to reach a state

• The chance of randomly running into a state can be
exponentially small, if we decide to take random actions.

• Question: What is an example of this?

*Need to somehow update the “exploration policy” on the fly!
27



More generally, model-based method 
is a algorithm design principle.
• We use function approximation on P

• Function classes:

• Simulation lemma still applies

• If:
• But: 

28

model 1 The question is if we can improve upon this and find a near optimal policy with a number of samples that is
sub-linear in the model size, i.e. use a number of samples that is smaller than O(|S|2|A|). Furthermore, we also wish
to characterize the minimax dependence on the effective horizon, i.e. on the dependence on 1/(1� �).

2.1 Warmup: a naive model-based approach

Note that since P has a |S|2|A| parameters, a naive approach would be to estimate P accurately and then use our
accurate model bP for planning.

Proposition 2.1. There exists an absolute constant c such that the following holds. Suppose ✏ 2
�
0, 1

1��

�
and that we

obtain

# samples from generative model = |S||A|N � �

(1� �)4
|S|2|A| log(c|S||A|/�)

✏2

where we uniformly sample every state action pair. Then, with probability greater than 1� �, we have:

• (Model accuracy) The transition model is ✏ has error bounded as:

max
s,a

kP (·|s, a)� bP (·|s, a)k1  (1� �)2✏ .

• (Uniform value accuracy) For all policies ⇡,

kQ⇡ � bQ⇡k1  ✏

• (Near optimal planning) Suppose that b⇡ is the optimal policy in cM . We have that:

k bQ? �Q?k1  ✏, and kQb⇡ �Q?k1  2✏.

Before we provide the proof, the following lemmas will be helpful throughout:

Lemma 2.2. (Simulation Lemma) For all ⇡ we have that:

Q⇡ � bQ⇡ = �(I � � bP⇡)�1(P � bP )V ⇡

Proof: Using our matrix equality for Q⇡ (see Equation 0.2), we have:

Q⇡ � bQ⇡ = (I � �P⇡)�1r � (I � � bP⇡)�1r

= (I � � bP⇡)�1((I � � bP⇡)� (I � �P⇡))Q⇡

= �(I � � bP⇡)�1(P⇡ � bP⇡)Q⇡

= �(I � � bP⇡)�1(P � bP )V ⇡

which proves the claim.

Lemma 2.3. For any policy ⇡, MDP M and vector v 2 R|S|⇥|A|, we have
��(I � �P⇡)�1v

��
1

 kvk
1

/(1� �).

Proof: Note that v = (I � �P⇡)(I � �P⇡)�1v = (I � �P⇡)w, where w = (I � �P⇡)�1v. By triangle inequality,
we have

kvk = k(I � �P⇡)wk � kwk
1

� � kP⇡wk
1

� kwk
1

� � kwk
1

,

1Note that this is consistent with parameter counting since P is specified by O|S|2|A| parameters.
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Idea 2: Model-free Reinforcement
Learning
• Do we need the model? Can we learn the Q

function directly?
• How many free parameters are there to represent the

Q-function?

• Recall: Policy iterations

• Maybe we can do policy evaluation / value iterations
without estimating the model?

29



Model-free method is yet another 
algorithm design principle  
• We use function approximation on Q directly

• Function classes

• Induced policy class

30



Monte Carlo Policy Evaluation (Prediction)
• want to estimate Vp(s)

= expected return starting from s and following p
• estimate as average of observed returns in state s

• We can execute the policy !
• first-visit MC

• average returns following the first visit to state s

s0
s s

+1 -2 0 +1 -3 +5
G1(s) = +2

s0
s0
s0
s0
s0

G2(s) = +1
G3(s) = -5

G4(s) = +4

Vp(s) ≈ (2 + 1 – 5 + 4)/4 = 0.531



Monte Carlo Policy Optimization (Control)

• Vp not enough for policy improvement
• need exact model of environment

• estimate Qp(s,a)

• MC control

• update after each episode

• Two problems
• greedy policy won’t explore all actions
• Requires many independent episodes for the estimated value function to be 

accurate.

eps-greedy, or bonus design.

32



Improved Monte-Carlo Q-function 
estimate using Bellman equations
• Recall: 

• We can use the empirical (Monte Carlo) estimate.

Q⇡(s, a) =
X

s0

P (s0|s, a)[r(s, a, s0) + �
X

a0

⇡(a0|s0)Q⇡(s0, a0)]
<latexit sha1_base64="vtoxCtdWFaUbFTMkJCbvuHOPGyI=">AAACQXicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPVV9eglWGRbLGVXBL0IRS8eK1gtdNfybZq2ocnukmSFsvavefEfePPuxYMiXr2YrXvwNRAYZub7kkwQc6a04zxaM7Nz8wuLhaXi8srq2nppY/NSRYkktEUiHsl2AIpyFtKWZprTdiwpiIDTq2B0mvlXN1QqFoUXehxTX8AgZH1GQBupW2qfX3sxq6gaVPEx9lQiuqmyJ7hZUfbtVO1gmdk1ZVfxHvYGIATkQbAn2TCYpF3NF9k1MEG/2C2VnbozBf5L3JyUUY5mt/Tg9SKSCBpqwkGpjuvE2k9BakY4nRS9RNEYyAgGtGNoCIIqP502MMG7RunhfiTNCTWeqt8nUhBKjUVgkgL0UP32MvE/r5Po/pGfsjBONA3J10X9hGMd4axO3GOSEs3HhgCRzLwVkyFIINqUnpXg/v7yX3K5X3cNPz8oN07yOgpoG+2gCnLRIWqgM9RELUTQHXpCL+jVureerTfr/Ss6Y+UzW+gHrI9P49+rEg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vtoxCtdWFaUbFTMkJCbvuHOPGyI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vtoxCtdWFaUbFTMkJCbvuHOPGyI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vtoxCtdWFaUbFTMkJCbvuHOPGyI=">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</latexit>

Q⇡(s, a) = r⇡(s, a) + �Es0⇠P (s0|s,a)[V
⇡(s0)]

<latexit sha1_base64="yG5FMsFNrUaIQf8Zhgtwgx+vTEI=">AAACNXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJtUcqMCLoRRBFcuGjB1kJnLHfStA0mM0OSEcrYn3Ljf7jShQtF3PoLZtqCzwOBk3Pv4d57/IgzpW37ycpMTc/MzmXncwuLS8sr+dW1hgpjSWidhDyUTR8U5Sygdc00p81IUhA+p5f+9Ulav7yhUrEwuNCDiHoCegHrMgLaSO38ee3KjVhJ7UAZY3yIsfz6b2O3B0IAdgXovu8np8N2ooquYgJXS6p4m3YNW42xo1j22vmCXbFHwH+JMyEFNEG1nX9wOyGJBQ004aBUy7Ej7SUgNSOcDnNurGgE5Bp6tGVoAIIqLxldPcRbRungbijNCzQeqd8dCQilBsI3nen+6nctFf+rtWLdPfASFkS xpgEZD+rGHOsQpxHiDpOUaD4wBIhkZldM+iCBaBN0zoTg/D75L2nsVhzDa3uFo+NJHFm0gTZRCTloHx2hM1RFdUTQHXpEL+jVureerTfrfdyasSaedfQD1scn5JSn9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yG5FMsFNrUaIQf8Zhgtwgx+vTEI=">AAACNXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJtUcqMCLoRRBFcuGjB1kJnLHfStA0mM0OSEcrYn3Ljf7jShQtF3PoLZtqCzwOBk3Pv4d57/IgzpW37ycpMTc/MzmXncwuLS8sr+dW1hgpjSWidhDyUTR8U5Sygdc00p81IUhA+p5f+9Ulav7yhUrEwuNCDiHoCegHrMgLaSO38ee3KjVhJ7UAZY3yIsfz6b2O3B0IAdgXovu8np8N2ooquYgJXS6p4m3YNW42xo1j22vmCXbFHwH+JMyEFNEG1nX9wOyGJBQ004aBUy7Ej7SUgNSOcDnNurGgE5Bp6tGVoAIIqLxldPcRbRungbijNCzQeqd8dCQilBsI3nen+6nctFf+rtWLdPfASFkS xpgEZD+rGHOsQpxHiDpOUaD4wBIhkZldM+iCBaBN0zoTg/D75L2nsVhzDa3uFo+NJHFm0gTZRCTloHx2hM1RFdUTQHXpEL+jVureerTfrfdyasSaedfQD1scn5JSn9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yG5FMsFNrUaIQf8Zhgtwgx+vTEI=">AAACNXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJtUcqMCLoRRBFcuGjB1kJnLHfStA0mM0OSEcrYn3Ljf7jShQtF3PoLZtqCzwOBk3Pv4d57/IgzpW37ycpMTc/MzmXncwuLS8sr+dW1hgpjSWidhDyUTR8U5Sygdc00p81IUhA+p5f+9Ulav7yhUrEwuNCDiHoCegHrMgLaSO38ee3KjVhJ7UAZY3yIsfz6b2O3B0IAdgXovu8np8N2ooquYgJXS6p4m3YNW42xo1j22vmCXbFHwH+JMyEFNEG1nX9wOyGJBQ004aBUy7Ej7SUgNSOcDnNurGgE5Bp6tGVoAIIqLxldPcRbRungbijNCzQeqd8dCQilBsI3nen+6nctFf+rtWLdPfASFkS xpgEZD+rGHOsQpxHiDpOUaD4wBIhkZldM+iCBaBN0zoTg/D75L2nsVhzDa3uFo+NJHFm0gTZRCTloHx2hM1RFdUTQHXpEL+jVureerTfrfdyasSaedfQD1scn5JSn9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yG5FMsFNrUaIQf8Zhgtwgx+vTEI=">AAACNXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJtUcqMCLoRRBFcuGjB1kJnLHfStA0mM0OSEcrYn3Ljf7jShQtF3PoLZtqCzwOBk3Pv4d57/IgzpW37ycpMTc/MzmXncwuLS8sr+dW1hgpjSWidhDyUTR8U5Sygdc00p81IUhA+p5f+9Ulav7yhUrEwuNCDiHoCegHrMgLaSO38ee3KjVhJ7UAZY3yIsfz6b2O3B0IAdgXovu8np8N2ooquYgJXS6p4m3YNW42xo1j22vmCXbFHwH+JMyEFNEG1nX9wOyGJBQ004aBUy7Ej7SUgNSOcDnNurGgE5Bp6tGVoAIIqLxldPcRbRungbijNCzQeqd8dCQilBsI3nen+6nctFf+rtWLdPfASFkS xpgEZD+rGHOsQpxHiDpOUaD4wBIhkZldM+iCBaBN0zoTg/D75L2nsVhzDa3uFo+NJHFm0gTZRCTloHx2hM1RFdUTQHXpEL+jVureerTfrfdyasSaedfQD1scn5JSn9Q==</latexit>

cQ⇡(s, a) = cr⇡(s, a) + �bEs0⇠P (s0|s,a)[bV ⇡(s0)]
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*No need to estimate P(s’ | s,a) or r(s,a,s’) as intermediate steps.
*Require only O(SA) space, rather than O(S^2A)
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Online averaging representation of MC

• Alternative, online averaging update

s0
s s

+1 -2 0 +1 -3 +5
G1(s) = +2

s0
s0
s0
s0
s0

G2(s) = +1
G3(s) = -5

G4(s) = +4

Vp(s) ≈ (2 + 1 – 5 + 4)/4 = 0.5

Chapter 6

Temporal-Di↵erence Learning

If one had to identify one idea as central and novel to reinforcement learning, it would undoubtedly be
temporal-di↵erence (TD) learning. TD learning is a combination of Monte Carlo ideas and dynamic
programming (DP) ideas. Like Monte Carlo methods, TD methods can learn directly from raw expe-
rience without a model of the environment’s dynamics. Like DP, TD methods update estimates based
in part on other learned estimates, without waiting for a final outcome (they bootstrap). The relation-
ship between TD, DP, and Monte Carlo methods is a recurring theme in the theory of reinforcement
learning; this chapter is the beginning of our exploration of it. Before we are done, we will see that
these ideas and methods blend into each other and can be combined in many ways. In particular, in
Chapter 7 we introduce n-step algorithms, which provide a bridge from TD to Monte Carlo methods,
and in Chapter 12 we introduce the TD(�) algorithm, which seamlessly unifies them.

As usual, we start by focusing on the policy evaluation or prediction problem, the problem of esti-
mating the value function v⇡ for a given policy ⇡. For the control problem (finding an optimal policy),
DP, TD, and Monte Carlo methods all use some variation of generalized policy iteration (GPI). The
di↵erences in the methods are primarily di↵erences in their approaches to the prediction problem.

6.1 TD Prediction

Both TD and Monte Carlo methods use experience to solve the prediction problem. Given some
experience following a policy ⇡, both methods update their estimate V of v⇡ for the nonterminal states
St occurring in that experience. Roughly speaking, Monte Carlo methods wait until the return following
the visit is known, then use that return as a target for V (St). A simple every-visit Monte Carlo method
suitable for nonstationary environments is

V (St) V (St) + ↵
h
Gt � V (St)

i
, (6.1)

where Gt is the actual return following time t, and ↵ is a constant step-size parameter (c.f., Equation
2.4). Let us call this method constant-↵ MC. Whereas Monte Carlo methods must wait until the end
of the episode to determine the increment to V (St) (only then is Gt known), TD methods need to wait
only until the next time step. At time t + 1 they immediately form a target and make a useful update
using the observed reward Rt+1 and the estimate V (St+1). The simplest TD method makes the update

V (St) V (St) + ↵
h
Rt+1 + �V (St+1)� V (St)

i
(6.2)

immediately on transition to St+1 and receiving Rt+1. In e↵ect, the target for the Monte Carlo update
is Gt, whereas the target for the TD update is Rt+1 + �V (St+1). This TD method is called TD(0), or
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where ↵ = 1/NSt
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DP + MC = Temporal Difference Learning

• Monte Carlo

• The idea of TD learning:

• TD-Policy evaluation

Issue: Gt can only be obtained after the entire episode!

We only need one step before we can plug-in and estimate the RHS!
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If one had to identify one idea as central and novel to reinforcement learning, it would undoubtedly be
temporal-di↵erence (TD) learning. TD learning is a combination of Monte Carlo ideas and dynamic
programming (DP) ideas. Like Monte Carlo methods, TD methods can learn directly from raw expe-
rience without a model of the environment’s dynamics. Like DP, TD methods update estimates based
in part on other learned estimates, without waiting for a final outcome (they bootstrap). The relation-
ship between TD, DP, and Monte Carlo methods is a recurring theme in the theory of reinforcement
learning; this chapter is the beginning of our exploration of it. Before we are done, we will see that
these ideas and methods blend into each other and can be combined in many ways. In particular, in
Chapter 7 we introduce n-step algorithms, which provide a bridge from TD to Monte Carlo methods,
and in Chapter 12 we introduce the TD(�) algorithm, which seamlessly unifies them.

As usual, we start by focusing on the policy evaluation or prediction problem, the problem of esti-
mating the value function v⇡ for a given policy ⇡. For the control problem (finding an optimal policy),
DP, TD, and Monte Carlo methods all use some variation of generalized policy iteration (GPI). The
di↵erences in the methods are primarily di↵erences in their approaches to the prediction problem.

6.1 TD Prediction

Both TD and Monte Carlo methods use experience to solve the prediction problem. Given some
experience following a policy ⇡, both methods update their estimate V of v⇡ for the nonterminal states
St occurring in that experience. Roughly speaking, Monte Carlo methods wait until the return following
the visit is known, then use that return as a target for V (St). A simple every-visit Monte Carlo method
suitable for nonstationary environments is

V (St) V (St) + ↵
h
Gt � V (St)

i
, (6.1)

where Gt is the actual return following time t, and ↵ is a constant step-size parameter (c.f., Equation
2.4). Let us call this method constant-↵ MC. Whereas Monte Carlo methods must wait until the end
of the episode to determine the increment to V (St) (only then is Gt known), TD methods need to wait
only until the next time step. At time t + 1 they immediately form a target and make a useful update
using the observed reward Rt+1 and the estimate V (St+1). The simplest TD method makes the update

V (St) V (St) + ↵
h
Rt+1 + �V (St+1)� V (St)

i
(6.2)

immediately on transition to St+1 and receiving Rt+1. In e↵ect, the target for the Monte Carlo update
is Gt, whereas the target for the TD update is Rt+1 + �V (St+1). This TD method is called TD(0), or
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E⇡[Gt] = E⇡[Rt|St] + �V ⇡(St+1)
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temporal-di↵erence (TD) learning. TD learning is a combination of Monte Carlo ideas and dynamic
programming (DP) ideas. Like Monte Carlo methods, TD methods can learn directly from raw expe-
rience without a model of the environment’s dynamics. Like DP, TD methods update estimates based
in part on other learned estimates, without waiting for a final outcome (they bootstrap). The relation-
ship between TD, DP, and Monte Carlo methods is a recurring theme in the theory of reinforcement
learning; this chapter is the beginning of our exploration of it. Before we are done, we will see that
these ideas and methods blend into each other and can be combined in many ways. In particular, in
Chapter 7 we introduce n-step algorithms, which provide a bridge from TD to Monte Carlo methods,
and in Chapter 12 we introduce the TD(�) algorithm, which seamlessly unifies them.

As usual, we start by focusing on the policy evaluation or prediction problem, the problem of esti-
mating the value function v⇡ for a given policy ⇡. For the control problem (finding an optimal policy),
DP, TD, and Monte Carlo methods all use some variation of generalized policy iteration (GPI). The
di↵erences in the methods are primarily di↵erences in their approaches to the prediction problem.

6.1 TD Prediction

Both TD and Monte Carlo methods use experience to solve the prediction problem. Given some
experience following a policy ⇡, both methods update their estimate V of v⇡ for the nonterminal states
St occurring in that experience. Roughly speaking, Monte Carlo methods wait until the return following
the visit is known, then use that return as a target for V (St). A simple every-visit Monte Carlo method
suitable for nonstationary environments is

V (St) V (St) + ↵
h
Gt � V (St)

i
, (6.1)

where Gt is the actual return following time t, and ↵ is a constant step-size parameter (c.f., Equation
2.4). Let us call this method constant-↵ MC. Whereas Monte Carlo methods must wait until the end
of the episode to determine the increment to V (St) (only then is Gt known), TD methods need to wait
only until the next time step. At time t + 1 they immediately form a target and make a useful update
using the observed reward Rt+1 and the estimate V (St+1). The simplest TD method makes the update

V (St) V (St) + ↵
h
Rt+1 + �V (St+1)� V (St)

i
(6.2)

immediately on transition to St+1 and receiving Rt+1. In e↵ect, the target for the Monte Carlo update
is Gt, whereas the target for the TD update is Rt+1 + �V (St+1). This TD method is called TD(0), or
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Bootstrapping!
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Bootstrap’s origin

• “The Surprising Adventures of Baron Münchausen”
• Rudolf Erich Raspe, 1785

• In statistics: Brad Efron’s resampling methods
• In computing: Booting…
• In RL: It simply means TD learning
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TD policy optimization (TD-
control )
• SARSA (On-Policy TD-control)

• Update the Q function by bootstrapping Bellman Equation

• Choose the next A’ using Q, e.g., eps-greedy.

• Q-Learning (Off-policy TD-control)
• Update the Q function by bootstrapping Bellman Optimality Eq.

• Choose the next A’ using Q, e.g., eps-greedy, or any other policy.
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Exercise 6.8 Show that an action-value version of (6.6) holds for the action-value form of the TD
error �t = Rt+1 + �Q(St+1, At+1 � Q(St, At), again assuming that the values don’t change from step to
step. ⇤

It is straightforward to design an on-policy control algorithm based on the Sarsa prediction method.
As in all on-policy methods, we continually estimate q⇡ for the behavior policy ⇡, and at the same time
change ⇡ toward greediness with respect to q⇡. The general form of the Sarsa control algorithm is given
in the box below.

Sarsa (on-policy TD control) for estimating Q ⇡ q⇤

Initialize Q(s, a), for all s 2 S, a 2 A(s), arbitrarily, and Q(terminal-state, ·) = 0
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize S

Choose A from S using policy derived from Q (e.g., ✏-greedy)
Repeat (for each step of episode):

Take action A, observe R, S
0

Choose A
0 from S

0 using policy derived from Q (e.g., ✏-greedy)
Q(S, A) Q(S, A) + ↵

⇥
R + �Q(S0

, A
0)�Q(S, A)

⇤

S  S
0; A A

0;
until S is terminal

The convergence properties of the Sarsa algorithm depend on the nature of the policy’s dependence
on Q. For example, one could use "-greedy or "-soft policies. Sarsa converges with probability 1 to an
optimal policy and action-value function as long as all state–action pairs are visited an infinite number
of times and the policy converges in the limit to the greedy policy (which can be arranged, for example,
with "-greedy policies by setting " = 1/t).

Example 6.5: Windy Gridworld Shown inset in Figure 6.3 is a standard gridworld, with start and
goal states, but with one di↵erence: there is a crosswind upward through the middle of the grid. The
actions are the standard four—up, down, right, and left—but in the middle region the resultant
next states are shifted upward by a “wind,” the strength of which varies from column to column. The
strength of the wind is given below each column, in number of cells shifted upward. For example, if
you are one cell to the right of the goal, then the action left takes you to the cell just above the goal.
Let us treat this as an undiscounted episodic task, with constant rewards of �1 until the goal state is
reached.
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Figure 6.3: Results of Sarsa applied to a gridworld (shown inset) in which movement is altered by a location-
dependent, upward “wind.” A trajectory under the optimal policy is also shown.
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The graph in Figure 6.3 shows the results of applying "-greedy Sarsa to this task, with " = 0.1,
↵ = 0.5, and the initial values Q(s, a) = 0 for all s, a. The increasing slope of the graph shows
that the goal is reached more and more quickly over time. By 8000 time steps, the greedy policy
was long since optimal (a trajectory from it is shown inset); continued "-greedy exploration kept the
average episode length at about 17 steps, two more than the minimum of 15. Note that Monte Carlo
methods cannot easily be used on this task because termination is not guaranteed for all policies.
If a policy was ever found that caused the agent to stay in the same state, then the next episode
would never end. Step-by-step learning methods such as Sarsa do not have this problem because
they quickly learn during the episode that such policies are poor, and switch to something else.

Exercise 6.9: Windy Gridworld with King’s Moves Re-solve the windy gridworld task assuming eight
possible actions, including the diagonal moves, rather than the usual four. How much better can you do
with the extra actions? Can you do even better by including a ninth action that causes no movement
at all other than that caused by the wind? ⇤
Exercise 6.10: Stochastic Wind Re-solve the windy gridworld task with King’s moves, assuming
that the e↵ect of the wind, if there is any, is stochastic, sometimes varying by 1 from the mean values
given for each column. That is, a third of the time you move exactly according to these values, as in
the previous exercise, but also a third of the time you move one cell above that, and another third of
the time you move one cell below that. For example, if you are one cell to the right of the goal and
you move left, then one-third of the time you move one cell above the goal, one-third of the time you
move two cells above the goal, and one-third of the time you move to the goal. ⇤

6.5 Q-learning: O↵-policy TD Control

One of the early breakthroughs in reinforcement learning was the development of an o↵-policy TD
control algorithm known as Q-learning (Watkins, 1989), defined by

Q(St, At) Q(St, At) + ↵
h
Rt+1 + � max

a

Q(St+1, a)�Q(St, At)
i
. (6.8)

In this case, the learned action-value function, Q, directly approximates q⇤, the optimal action-value
function, independent of the policy being followed. This dramatically simplifies the analysis of the
algorithm and enabled early convergence proofs. The policy still has an e↵ect in that it determines
which state–action pairs are visited and updated. However, all that is required for correct convergence
is that all pairs continue to be updated. As we observed in Chapter 5, this is a minimal requirement
in the sense that any method guaranteed to find optimal behavior in the general case must require it.
Under this assumption and a variant of the usual stochastic approximation conditions on the sequence
of step-size parameters, Q has been shown to converge with probability 1 to q⇤.

Q-learning (o↵-policy TD control) for estimating ⇡ ⇡ ⇡⇤

Initialize Q(s, a), for all s 2 S, a 2 A(s), arbitrarily, and Q(terminal-state, ·) = 0
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize S

Repeat (for each step of episode):
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q (e.g., ✏-greedy)
Take action A, observe R, S

0

Q(S, A) Q(S, A) + ↵
⇥
R + � maxa Q(S0

, a)�Q(S, A)
⇤

S  S
0

until S is terminalRemarks:
• These are proven to converge asymptotically.
• Much more data-efficient in practice, than MC.
• Regret analysis is still active area of research.



Advantage of TD over Monte
Carlo
• Given a trajectory, a roll-out, of T steps.

• MC updates the Q function only once

• TD updates the Q function (and the policy) T times!
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Remark: This is the same kind of improvement from Gradient Descent to
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).



Model-free vs Model-based RL 
algorithms
• Different function approximations

• Different space efficiency

• Which one is more statistically efficient?
• More or less equivalent in the tabular case.
• Different challenges in their analysis.
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